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ARCSA member and Professional Engineer Jack Schultz and Tobias Schultz, MS Mechanical Engineering,
produced this provocative analysis of the relative lifecycle costs of Reverse Osmosis compared to Rainwater
Harvesting. 

What's your opinion?

uploads/198/Lifecycle_Cost_RWH_vs_Reverse_Osmosis.pdf

Edited by arcsajohn - 19/Apr/2013 at 2:18pm

John Hammerstrom 
Past President ARCSA, 2010-2011
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Thank you for your effort on this subject.  This is a subject that needs lots of good heads thinking and
analyzing. 
I have a couple of questions for you. 

1. In the report, you use 3.7% utility escalation rate.  That seems low to me.  Out here in New Mexico we
are seeing 8-14% annual rise, depending on coal or gas.  Where did this number come from?  What is the
sensitivity of the results if this number is 5-7% a year?  Or even higher? 

2. Why a 50,000 tank for 4 households?  We have households living on less than 10,000 gallons a year and
we only get about 10" of rain a year.  I would think Santa Cruz at 30" a year could do far more houses than
4. 

3. Lastly, can you help me on the 241 gallons per day output number?  The desal is plant output (capacity),
how is 241 gallons a day capacity of the system? 

Thanks, 

Doug 

Edited by arcsajohn - 29/Jan/2011 at 3:52pm
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I would mention several other significant considerations.

1)     The report does not mention the benefits of RWH to runoff reduction.

        The EPA is turning its focus almost solely to the idea of runoff reduction as a solution to surface water
runoff quality and quantity issues.  Therefore, if catchment areas are not deducted from impervious areas of
stormwater plans,mitigation of runoff becomes significantly more expensive.  This is especially so in
residential development where roof area is a larger share of impervious than say...an office building where
parking lots are a larger share.

2)     The report does not mention quality of the water produced in terms of end use and its environmental
and quality of life effects.  Desalinated water is notoriously hard.  This means more detergent and water will
be used for washing of everything from clothes to vehicles.  Additionally, users generally prefer softer water
for their personal use.

3)     The report does not mention the downstream effect of RWH on wastewater treatment.  Some
municipalities run their stormwater runoff through wastewater treatment plants.  If the rainwater from a
catchment is first utilized before it is sent to the Storm sewer, the burden on the wastewater treatment
plant is reduced, thereby reducing or postponing future upgrade and maintenance costs.

4)     The report is not clear on whether it takes into account the energy needed for conveyance of treated
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4)     The report is not clear on whether it takes into account the energy needed for conveyance of treated
water to the end user.  The report phrases costs only in terms of production, not in conveyance so I must
assume it does not take this energy into account.

5)     The report does not take into account the costs (economic or environmental) of disposal of the by-
products of desalination. Concentrated brine is notorious for deleterious effects on sea life near the
discharge  points.  These problems can be mitigated but generally increase cost of construction, energy use,
and decrease fresh water yield.  Potential thermal pollution is a concern as well.

In commercial, industrial, and military/ government applications of RWH, my experience has been that the
initial costs associated with RWH are offset by savings in the stormwater plan for credits in runoff
reduction.  This is very site specific and depends on local rainfall, catchment area size, water usage, and
total impervious area.  However, the point I am trying to make, is that the initial cost of a RWH system is
not such a straightforward calculation as a desalination plant.
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Originally posted by doug@harvesth2o.com

Thank you for your effort on this subject.  This is a subject that needs lots of good heads thinking and
analyzing. 
I have a couple of questions for you. 

1. In the report, you use 3.7% utility escalation rate.  That seems low to me.  Out here in New Mexico we
are seeing 8-14% annual rise, depending on coal or gas.  Where did this number come from?  What is
the sensitivity of the results if this number is 5-7% a year?  Or even higher? 

2. Why a 50,000 tank for 4 households?  We have households living on less than 10,000 gallons a year
and we only get about 10" of rain a year.  I would think Santa Cruz at 30" a year could do far more
houses than 4. 

3. Lastly, can you help me on the 241 gallons per day output number?  The desal is plant output
(capacity), how is 241 gallons a day capacity of the system? 

Thanks, 

Doug 

Doug-
    Thanks for your questions. The subject needs considerably more polishing. We were trying to get under
the deadline wire for comments on the forthcoming Santa Cruz RO desal plant EIR. Our primary goal was to
establish that in order to evaluate the RO plant or any other option it is essential to consider not only the L-
C-$Cost but also the L-C-EnergyUse -- including many so-called intangible factors which are not yet being
routinely included in infrastructure decisions. Further, as you and another forum member point out, there
are a number of issues, intangible costs, etc.. which were not included.
    The principal point about out article which was not laid out is that -- compared with many other options
for <<smaller>>,  and/or decentralized, systems rainwater catchment wins hands down.

1. The Utility Escalation Rate-
     3.7% was an attempt to lean over backwards -- so that any discrediting of RO would be persuasive.
     --Here in Santa Cruz the powers-that-be point to Department of Energy projections that the cost of
electricity will actually <decrease> in the coming years -- based on the fact that the United States has such
large natural gas reservoirs.
      I believe that when the societal cost of fracking fully reaches public consciousness that the projections
will change drastically. In addition, even if natural gas supply <costs> were to remain low, I believe the
energy <price> will closely follow that of the dwindling petroleum supplies --even though there is no direct
connection between the two.
      <If> we can get public bodies to acknowledge that electricity cost escalation rates are real and should
be included in project evaluation -- I think that then the true escalation rate will appear.
     (Your surmise is correct: Any significantly higher escalation rate will overwhelm RO desalination. I will
ask Tobias to post  the sensitivity analyses we did.)

2. 50,000 gallon tank for 4 households?
      This was a more difficult issue than the one mentioned above -- which was more about jockeying into a
public position which could not be shot down.
      The difficulty is that the comparison between RW and RO is not really possible. An extremely
centralized, high-tech water supply such as a 2.5 mgd RO plant cannot really be compared with an
inherently decentralized supply such as rainwater catchments. A 2.5 mgd (equivalent in some sense)
rainwater catchment system doesn't make sense -- so the economies of scale cannot apply. (On the other
hand, the much larger societal cost and the fragility of large systems weigh against them.)
      in order to get our L-C-C foot in the door I chose the largest rainwater system which seemed plausible
for comparison. If all of that sinks in to the public consciousness the imbalance can be corrected.
      Perhaps I should have considered a 100,000 gallon tank serving six households or some other practical
combination. The result would have been somewhat more favorable to RW. Partly i am angling to get the
City to commit to actually building an approximately 50,000 gallon-4 household system. As we all know, the
public reaction to a functioning rainwater system is always to immediately want it to be larger!
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public reaction to a functioning rainwater system is always to immediately want it to be larger!
      My reasoning for 50,000 gallon choice came from visualizing an existing cul-de-sac where the asphalt
paving could be removed and paving replaced over the tank. Also, if a much larger system is contemplated,
the cost of dual piping (from the roof downspouts to the tank -- to the houses from the tank) could reach a
point of diminishing returns. in any real situation the size, number of households, etc. can be optimized
based on available funding and site characteristics.
      The 50,000 gallon size thus came from the size of a standard cul-de-sac. Some other location with
more open area would yield better results.

More to come. I'll be back!
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The authors should have had this peer reviewed prior to turning over to the "Desalination Program
Coordinator". While I don't want to be overly harsh this kind of loose, seat of the pants engineering is fun
and sensational but used in this manner by the Coodinator is damaging to the engineering profession and
potentially the planet. 

There is serious conflicts of interest now raging in the Civil Engineering world over large projects politically
sold and "professional" licensing which is designed to prevent litigation but does nothing to prevent massive
damage to the environment. Large almost always wins and is easily justified by "PE" and why our
"professionally engineered" plants are killing the environment.

The question remains was damage done to RWC or Desalination or both?
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I"have"some"problems"with"this"article."It"is"very"vague"on"how"the"numbers"were
produced.

It"has"a"works"cited"section,"but"there"are"no"references"to"works"cited"in"the"body
of"the"document"its"self."There"should"be"numbers"in"the"body"of"the"document
that"refer"to"the"works"cited"section."That"way"we"know"how"the"works"cited"are
being"used"or"if"they"are"being"used.

Not"a"well"written"document.
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